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ABSTRACT PAGE
Humans seem to anticipate the future state of the physical environment and integrate this
information when preparing motor responses. Researchers have suggested that the
human motor system may incorporate the knowledge of physical principles (e.g.,
gravitational acceleration) and this knowledge may be reflected in early muscle activation
indicated by anticipatory muscle tensing (AMT). AMT is engaged when catching a falling
object, tensing the muscles involved in an upcoming action to offset the impact of the
object and allowing a successful interception. The present study analyzes AMT using
electromyography (EMG) in a series of six ball catching tasks. Three of these conditions
were chosen to establish the time course of the muscle activation (eyes open impact, eyes
open stop, and eyes closed impact). In the impact conditions, participants caught a ball
dropped from a fixed height (.83 m), while visual input varied. In the stop condition, the
falling ball abruptly stopped 11 cm above the catching hand. Results demonstrate
continued muscle activation in the sto pcondition, suggesting that human motor control is
calculated up to several hundred milliseconds into the future. Two additional conditions
(platform, verbal stop) addressed the extent of knowledge use in executing motor
responses. In the platform condition, a platform blocked the ball from reaching the
participant’s hand and in the verbal stop condition participants were verbally informed that
the ball would not make contact with their hand. Results suggest that both forms of
knowledge (solidity and advanced warning) are incorporated in executing motor responses
to falling objects, with both conditions exhibiting a diminished muscle response in
comparison to the eyes open stop condition. The final catching task was exploratory in
nature, investigating the incorporation of density information into the prospective motor
response. Results tentatively suggest that density information is considered and integrated
into future-oriented motor responses. Taken together, the current set of experiments
provide further evidence for the anticipatory nature of human motor control and imply the
sophisticated use of physical principles and cognition to coordinate future-oriented
responses.
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Analyzing Anticipatory Muscle Tensing as a Measure of Prospective Action
Proper timing o f both the planning and execution o f actions affords greater
precision in daily interactions with objects. Timing manual interception in a game of
catch is one example o f precisely timed motor coordination. An approaching ball
provides visual information appropriate to formulate motor responses and the catcher
uses this information to engage the necessary muscles in preparation for the impact of
the ball and its momentum on the hand. Each part of the process occurs within
milliseconds but creates a precisely timed motor program that is correctly tuned to the
arrival and impact of the ball. Thus, appropriate coordination depends upon a
sophisticated understanding of the physical laws of objects and the dynamics of arm
movement at either a conscious or subconscious level to intercept moving objects.
Understanding competing theories on coordinating interceptive action as well as the
information humans are able to use when executing these actions will lead to a more
complete picture o f the human motor system and how it operates. The present set of
studies seeks to answer some o f these lingering questions.
Study Overview
The following set of experiments addresses the information incorporated in
the human visuomotor system for the coordination o f prospective action. A review of
the relevant literature covers the theories on coordinating interceptive action, the
accuracy o f human knowledge o f the physical world, prospective motor control, and
the potential integration of gravitational acceleration when coordinating interceptive
actions. Together these theories provide the basis for the current set o f experiments
which empirically probe the incorporation o f advanced physical knowledge into
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subconsciously coordinated prospective action. First, experiments 1 and 2 address the
plausibility of an internal gravity model guiding prospective action. Next, experiment
3 follows with an examination of solidity and advanced warning integration. Lastly,
experiment 4 provides an analysis o f density integration in the visuomotor system.
Theories on Coordinating Interceptive Action
Several researchers have proposed models and various equations to explain
manual interceptions. The first of these models is the threshold-distance model
proposed by Collewijn (1972) (as cited in Port, Lee, Dassonville, & Georgopoulos,
1997). The threshold-distance model states that there is a preset amount o f neural
processing time plus an additional time to process the distance threshold before a
motor response is initiated. This distance threshold is calculated as the amount of
space a stimulus moves over a certain period of time. Once the threshold is reached,
the motor response is engaged. Port, Lee, Dassonville, and Georgopoulos (1997) also
added that velocity could potentially be incorporated into this model by multiplying
the distance threshold by one over the target velocity.
Empirical support for the threshold distance model was provided by van
Donkelaar, Lee, and Gellman (1992). Van Donkelaar et al. emphasized the need for
the motor system to accommodate velocity when coordinating a manual interception.
Their experiment required participants to respond as quickly as possible in one of two
tasks. In the first task, a white light appeared on a screen. The participants pointed to
this target, and were told to move their hand when the target suddenly shifted. In the
second task, participants rested their responding hand on a table and reached out to
intercept the shifting light once instructed to respond. They explained their results in
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terms o f a proposed three-step process taking place in the central nervous system that
is in agreement with Collewijn (1972). The first step was detecting that a target had
moved (threshold distance). This detection initiated the motor response, but the
second step involved a neural delay where the motor response was “prepare[d] and
produce[d]” (p. 161). The third step according to Collewijn was the motor response.
This step was slightly modified by van Donkelaar et al. to incorporate object velocity.
Specifically, “If target velocity is determined prior to the end o f this stage.. .the
response is appropriate from the outset. If, on the other hand, target velocity remains
undetermined. ..there is an initial default response, which is subsequently corrected
following computation of target velocity” (p. 161). Not only did this model
incorporate velocity, but it also suggested the potential online correction of
interceptive actions once they are set in place.
Port, Lee, Dassonville, & Georgopoulos (1997) discussed the potential flaws
to the van Donkelaar et al. study. They noted that the task introduced by van
Donkelaar et al. was not predictive; rather, the participants were instructed to
intercept the moving object as fast as they could. Port et al. suggested that the
supposed empirical support for the threshold-distance model could stem from this
methodological choice rather than actually explaining interceptive motion. The Port
et al. (1997) study identified two potential interceptive strategies utilized by
participants, reactive and predictive. They noted that participants in the van
Donkelaar study had no choice but to default to a reactive strategy (a strategy that
supports the threshold-distance model). Noting that the chosen strategy makes the
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difference in the appropriately fitting model, Port et al. also addressed the possible
use o f a second popular model, Lee’s tau-hypothesis (1976).
Lee’s tau-hypothesis model appeared in 1976, partially as a challenge to
Collewijn (1972) and is a model that has garnered great empirical support as well as
stirred great controversy. The tau-hypothesis grew out of J.J. Gibson’s ecological
approach to psychology (Tresilian, 1999). Tau (x) is a variant present in the stimulus
that can be directly perceived and that provides all necessary information for
coordinating sophisticated object interactions. Tau was defined as an optical variable
formulated by the changing retinal image o f an approaching object. Specifically, it is
the inverse of this dilation rate (Port et al., 1997), and once tau reaches a certain
threshold, the motor system engages and produces an interceptive action toward the
stimulus. One o f the greatest challenges to Lee’s original hypothesis is that changes in
stimulus velocity were not considered, but several studies have used the tauhypothesis model or a revised version (tau-margin) to account for interceptions where
an object is accelerating or decelerating.
Port et al. (1997) also criticized Lee’s tau-hypothesis stating that something
else must be happening beyond a simple tau calculation in the brain when preparing
an interceptive action. The researchers point to individual differences and the velocity
o f the stimulus. They emphasized the inability for participants to directly pull
acceleration information from the stimulus and utilize this information in interceptive
motor control, but emphasized the necessity for researchers to consider the type o f
task demands placed on the subject. Namely, when speed was emphasized over
accuracy, participants were more likely to default to a reactive response (i.e., van
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Donkelaar et al., 1992). Conversely, when accuracy was emphasized over speed,
participants were more likely to use a predictive response. The predictive response
likely consumed greater cognitive resources to account for both distance traveled and
object velocity and thus involved greater processing time that cannot be accomplished
when time constraints are placed on task performance.
Lee, Young, Reddish, Lough, and Clayton (1983) revised the tau-hypothesis
to incorporate a visuomotor delay parameter, noted as the tau-margin. In their study,
participants leapt up to punch a falling ball while the experimenters monitored elbow
and knee angles. Based on their analysis of the angle data they still believed that the
actions were timed according to an optical variable, but they acknowledged the need
for a margin surrounding the optical information to accommodate an observed lag in
the motor response. Furthermore, Lee et al. admitted that their original model may not
extend to all types of action where different types of information must be
incorporated. In particular, the tau-margin allows for error in the optical information
gathered from tau based on the demands of the action to be performed and the type of
information needed to execute the appropriate response.
Tresilian (1994) did not believe the tau-margin information could be used in
interceptive action for any movements taking longer than 100-200 ms to execute. The
process in which tau-margin information is used is called the Constant Velocity
Approximation (CVA). Referencing one of his 1993 studies comparing the CVA
model and a preprogrammed model for interceptive action, Tresilian noted the results
o f each model were nearly indistinguishable. The preprogrammed model of
interceptive action was just as predictive o f motor performance as the CVA. Thus, the
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use o f tau-margin information does not necessarily need to be accessed to execute a
motion toward an object. Given the evidence for the equivalency of the models, more
questions arose. Tresilian noted that the equivalency o f the models led to even more
uncertainty in the field “illustrating] one of the most significant problems with much
of the empirical research on perceptual timing: a causal role for the hypothesized
information in the control o f action patterns is not demonstrated in experiments” (p.
369). Tau-margin information and tau as an optical variable seem inadequate to
explain the complex process o f interceptive action, yet very few models are proposed
to replace these inadequate theories. Furthermore, of the potentially adequate
replacement models, even fewer establish a causal relationship.
One o f the greatest obstacles in establishing new theories is the seemingly
large body o f empirical support for the tau and tau-margin hypotheses and their
relative appeal to a wide audience. Wann (1996) pointed out a flaw of empirical
studies to provide evidence for the existing tau theories rather than proposing
alternative theories to test tau against. Outlining numerous empirical results
incorrectly interpreted as support for tau and the tau-margin, Wann suggested that a
better-fitting model would likely incorporate some form o f gravitational acceleration.
Considering the various theories presented in this section, it is apparent that
no one theory sufficiently accounts for the entire process o f prospective motor
control. Progress has been made in defining an all-encompassing theory, but several
existing theories cast a shadow over the development of the prospective control
literature. Despite their parsimony, these theories may fail to capture the essential
components o f coordinating action including an understanding and integration of
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earth’s physical laws (i.e., gravitational acceleration). Whether the concept of
gravitational acceleration is either learned or prewired in the central nervous system,
it seems a likely source o f information incorporated in interceptive action. Before
considering the studies supporting the incorporation o f gravitational acceleration, it is
important to first address the ability o f humans to accurately perceive the physical
world and its laws.
Accurate Knowledge o f the Physical World?
It may be assumed that humans have a sophisticated knowledge o f physics
and physical laws due to the accuracy with which actions are coordinated. To the
contrary, research has shown that humans do not have accurate conceptualizations of
physical laws and instead hold naive and inaccurate beliefs about physics
(McCloskey, Washburn, & Felch, 1983; Oberle, McVeath, Madigan, & Sugar, 2005;
Thaden-Koch, 2003). Furthermore, while the visual system is accurate in assessing
velocity, it is a poor estimator o f acceleration in most conditions, especially when the
participant is required to manually intercept objects (Brouwer, Brenner, & Smeets,
2002; Dubrowski & Carnahan, 2000, 2002; Zago & Lacquaniti, 2008). Although the
visual system is often an inadequate estimator o f acceleration itself, it is suggested
that acceleration may be inferred based on the change in velocity (Babler &
Dannemiller, 1993; Brouwer, et al., 2002). Babler and Dannemiller (1993) noted a
human bias to label slow moving objects as decelerating and fast moving objects as
accelerating. They also showed that for participants to correctly detect differences
between acceleration and deceleration they needed a 20 percent change in velocity.
This value was identified as the image acceleration cue and is the change in velocity
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over the average velocity. It seemed that participants could successfully use this
strategy to determine if a ball would land in front of or behind them, but the authors
were cautious to extend the strategy to interceptive action, stating, “human sensitivity
to acceleration, however, is imperfect.. .an interceptive action based solely on the
detection of image acceleration would be initially delayed” (p. 28). Clearly, a
controversy exists as to whether or not humans can use acceleration information when
engaging in interceptive movement. It seems as though there must be some level of
acceleration incorporation, as the motor system appears to accurately accommodate
acceleration by accessing an internal model o f gravity (Indovina, Maffei, Bosco,
Zago, Macaluso, & Lacquaniti, 2005; McIntyre, Zago, Berthoz, & Lacquaniti, 2001).
While the visual system is poor at detecting acceleration itself and incorporating this
information in visual tasks, it seems that the motor system incorporates some level of
acceleration information. In light of this research, it is possible that the prospective
strategies employed to approximate interceptions may occur below a certain level of
consciousness and depend upon both the motor system and the visual system for
accuracy. The next section investigates prospective motor control and the
mechanisms driving this process.
Prospective Motor Control: Coordinating Actions into the Future
Future-oriented processes are present very early in infancy as evidenced by
eye movement studies (Haith, 1994). According to Haith, infant eye movements are
among the earliest motor responses under voluntary control and “the eye-movement
system connects closely to the current goals and functioning of the brain - in essence,
what is currently at the Top o f the mental stack’” (p. 14). Infants (3.5 months of age)
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were presented with attractive pictures that appeared on the left or right of a screen.
The pictures alternated left to right randomly with varying inter-stimulus intervals.
Results revealed anticipation in infant eye movements. The infants fixated ahead of
where the images were expected to appear and they became better at this process over
time. Not only were the infants able to implement anticipatory or future-oriented
processes at a very early age, it appears they were able to leam/fine tune these
processes over a short period o f time (the entire experiment duration was under five
minutes). Haith suggested these early processes may assist the infant in actionorientation once the appropriate developments have taken place to allow goal-directed
action.
Previous research examining motor programming suggests that humans plan
actions several hundreds o f milliseconds into the future. Infant studies have shown
that the desire to engage with an attractive object leads to the correct timing of actions
(van der Meer, van der Weel, & Lee, 1994; von Hofsten, 1980, 1983). For example,
von Hofsten (1980, 1983) observed that after several successes with catching an
approaching object, infants continued to execute their response to the moving object
even when the object stopped short on its expected path of interception. This evidence
suggests that actions are anticipatory in nature. The early appearance of these abilities
implies a fundamental, perhaps innate, tendency to engage in sophisticated, futureoriented object interactions after the necessary motor development affords these
interactions. Von Hofsten (1980) emphasized the early appearance of predictive
ability in infants that is independent o f motor skill. Whereas motor skill increases
with age, predictive abilities remain relatively stable. In fact, by 30 weeks o f age,
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infants showed similar two-step reaching processes to adults, a “gross movement”
and a “precise movement” (von Hofsten, 1994). The gross movement was a less
precise large movement toward the general area of a target object while the precise
movement was a fine-tuning of the action to the precise properties of the object (e.g.,
size, shape, orientation). Von Hofsten also supported the ability to directly perceive
optical variables present in stimuli but emphasized the need for cognition in
prospective action, particularly working memory and prior knowledge informing
future action.
Roberts and Ondrejko (1994) also discussed the importance of cognitive
processing in prospective action coordination. They acknowledged the ideas o f both
Gibson and Lee that information is directly perceived from the stimulus and guides
prospective action but go on to incorporate cognition as an essential part ignored by
this direct perception. That is, “actors must obtain relevant information at particular
moments in action and must also know how to use the information to organize
upcoming action” (p. 89) indirectly implicating cognitive processes such as working
memory. For Roberts and Ondrejko, the mix between perception, action, and
cognition seems to be the most likely solution to prospective motor control. Utilizing
a video game task, the researchers supported a perception-action cycle where
perception served action and action further served perception. Both novice and expert
participants gathered perceptual information equally well, but there were differences
in how the perceptual information was used to coordinate future-oriented responses.
Given the observation that novice performance was impaired when required to
implement gathered perceptual information, the researchers suggested that novices
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were likely utilizing greater cognitive resources than experts. It was not the case that
novices were less future-oriented or were deficient in future-oriented processing, but
they required greater cognitive resources to be successful. Cognitive processes are
clearly important for the successful coordination of prospective action. Neurological
studies have further implicated these cognitive processes in prospective action. The
prefrontal cortex is active during the cognitive processes involved in future-oriented
responses, namely memory (Weinberger, Berman, Gold, & Goldberg, 1994). Gevins
et al. (1987) also observed activation o f the prefrontal and motor cortices when
participants provided correct motor responses. This pattern of activation was different
from when incorrect responses were engaged, suggesting that cognitive processes
underlie correct and precise visuomotor control.
Studies in adults have also revealed a brief time delay for adjusting initiated
actions to accommodate a change in target size or a move in target location.
Paulignan, Jeannerod, MacKenzie, and Marteniuk (1991) used two illuminated
cylinders to change object size. A series o f LED lights could be selectively lit by the
researchers to illuminate the entire display (appearing as a large cylinder) or just the
central cylinder (appearing as a small cylinder). Grip aperture was monitored as
participants reached out toward the illuminated cylinder, and on some trials the lights
changed to illuminate the other cylinder while the reaching motion was already in
place. Results revealed the fastest correction to the grip aperture to be appropriate for
the change in object size occurred at approximately a 330 ms delay. In a second study
by the same group o f researchers (Paulignan, MacKenzie, Marteniuk, & Jeannerod,
1991) they tested the effects of changing object position rather than object size.
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Paulignan et al. presented similarly illuminated cylinders for participants to reach out
and grasp, all in different positions in front o f the participant. During selected trials
the cylinder location changed when the participant initiated their reaching action
toward a first illuminated cylinder location. Participants quickly adapted to the
change in target location, adjusting their trajectory in approximately 100 ms on
average.
Further research by Castiello, Paulignan, and Jeannerod (1991) replicated
these faster adjustment results, identifying a delay o f 100-120 ms in altering an action
already set in motion. Although 100 ms is a very brief length of time, there was a
quantifiable delay in the motor system as it updated preprogrammed movements to
adjust to changing visual information; actions were carried out according to a plan
that anticipated the correct arrival point. Despite the changing visual information
available to the system, the action was carried out for a minimum o f 100-120 ms
before updating the action plan. Many researchers have also shown this faster
correction time, but it appears that 100 ms is the bottom limit of this quick correction
to an action already in place. This value is in alignment with the generally accepted
neural delay in coordinating motor behavior (Day & Lyon, 2000; Nijhawan &
Kirschfeld, 2003; Port, et al., 1997; Teixeira, Chua, Nagelkerke, & Franks, 2006; van
Donkelaar, et al., 1992). To further clarify, Day and Lyon (2000) suggested a fast
“automatic” correction that took place between 100 and 200 ms, and a longer
“voluntary” adjustment that took place after 200 ms. Teixeira et al. (2006)
hypothesized that the entire process o f motor “reprogramming” could take as long as
800 ms. They agreed that adjustments to ongoing actions take place over a shorter
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time frame, but hypothesized that to completely revise the action to accommodate a
new motor plan takes a comparably significant amount of time.
Lacquaniti (1996) supported the well-established visuomotor delay of
approximately 100 ms and further recommended that 200 ms is the total amount of
time participants must be projecting their actions into the future. This value was
calculated based upon participant interactions with falling objects. Participants
seemed to accommodate the visuomotor delay, the start o f an anticipatory response
(about 150 ms before object impact), and a “centrally preset reversal of
proprioceptive responses some 60 ms prior to contact” (p.222). Taken together, the
results suggest that actions and their consequences are likely considered several
hundred milliseconds ahead o f the object interaction itself.
Several studies have also addressed the level of consciousness at which this
correction takes place. Castiello et al. (1991) extended the body of target perturbation
research by identifying that the action plan was altered and re-initiated before any
change to the target position was perceptibly identified. Not only are actions
seemingly carried out for 100 or more ms before updating the action plan, but the
plan is updated without perceptual awareness of target change. Johnson and Haggard
(2005) believed Castiello et al. (1991) was one of the only studies to successfully
isolate perceptual awareness from motor performance, and noted the difficulty of
dissociating these systems when they differ in many ways. Johnson and Haggard
provided further support for the dissociation between perceptual awareness and motor
performance. Employing a similar paradigm to the Paulignan et al. (1991) group, the
researchers perturbed a target location during a reaching movement. Results revealed
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that participants in their studies could not accurately report if a target shift had
occurred, but they were still aware that their movements had changed direction during
the course of the trial. This study provided further support that corrections to ongoing
actions can occur without perceptual awareness of a target shift. Furthermore, the
authors argue that the ability for participants to report awareness of a change in motor
behavior without acknowledging a change in target position suggests that motor
awareness and perceptual awareness may be separate systems in the brain.
Prospective action coordination is a subconscious process that appears to be
highly cognitive in nature. Assessing the literature in this section alongside the major
theories on the coordination of interceptive action reveals a process that may be often
overlooked. Cognition appears essential to the process and thus opens the door for the
possibility o f sophisticated internal models assisting action coordination. Suddenly,
the earlier theories seem further inadequate as they fail to address the role of
cognitive processes in action. As was earlier stated in the section on interceptive
action theories, not all researchers agree with the direct perception models of
interceptive action, and instead carve out a role for physical laws like gravitational
acceleration. The following section will explore the research surrounding the
potential incorporation of physical principles in prospective action.
Accommodating Gravitational Acceleration
Motor programming is further aided by internal models of physical laws. An
implicit model o f gravity and acceleration would be exceptionally useful for properly
timing the interceptive actions involved in catching falling objects. Research has
suggested that the motor system may be able to anticipate the expected future location
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o f an object based upon an analysis o f physical properties. This predictive model is
both flexible and adaptable (Zago & Lacquaniti, 2005; Zago, Bosco, Maffei, Iosa,
Ivanenko, & Lacquaniti, 2004). Zago and Lacquaniti (2005) designed a predictive
interception study in which participants were required to punch a falling ball when it
emerged from behind a screen. With this design, the experimenters were able to
manipulate drop conditions to simulate altered physical properties (e.g., acceleration).
Participants watched the release of a virtual ball at the top of the screen using only the
information provided by the screen to infer fall path and physical properties to
estimate and correctly time their interception o f the real object as it emerged from the
bottom o f the screen. The results revealed that participants initially attempted to
intercept the no-acceleration targets too early but with practice they timed their
movements slightly closer to the visual information provided. The researchers
suggested that participants did not learn a new model o f physical laws adjusting for
the lack of acceleration but rather adapted their existing earth gravity model to
accommodate the new targets. These results clearly demonstrated the adaptability of
the internal gravity model to formulate motor programs while also directing arm
movements themselves.
As an individual plans a goal-directed action (i.e., catching) it is necessary to
consider the dynamics o f the body and its movement within the framework of the
physical laws governing the environment in which the action will take place (Gentili,
Cahouet, & Papaxanthis, 2007; Lacquaniti, 1996; McIntyre, Berthoz, & Lacquaniti,
1998). All o f these studies, including the Zago and Laquaniti (2005) study discussed
above, illustrated the flexibility of internal gravity models incorporating the dynamics
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of the appropriate limbs as well as the physical properties o f the objects to be
encountered. Similarly, these studies emphasized the adaptability o f the gravity
models to accommodate changes and updates to visual information.
Further studies have quantified the phenomenon of motor planning through
the analysis of anticipatory muscle tensing (AMT) with electromyography (EMG).
For the purposes o f the present study, AMT is defined as an indicator o f the
preprogrammed response to a stimulus and is the tensing of the muscles involved in
an upcoming action to compensate for the impact and engagement with an object. To
illustrate the importance of AMT in everyday life, consider a glass falling off a table.
In order to catch the glass and prevent it from shattering on the ground, an
interceptive action must incorporate a certain amount of muscle tensing or stiffening
to accommodate the falling object’s momentum. If the muscles are not tensed, the
glass will hit the hand, knocking it out of the way upon impact, and the glass will
continue to fall to the ground and shatter.
The seminal work by Lacquaniti and Maioli in 1989 was the first to explore
AMT through EMG. They examined the human motor response to a free-falling ball
of different weights dropped from varying heights. In their analysis of the muscle
responses recorded with EMG, they noted peak anticipatory tensing occurred prior to
ball contact in the biceps and wrist, leading the experimenters to conclude that the
muscles tensed in anticipation of encountering the object. More importantly, the onset
of anticipatory response was similar for all drop heights and weights, suggesting that
the response was “centrally preset” or preprogrammed according to a precise implicit
understanding o f physical laws like gravity and acceleration (Lacquaniti & Maioli,
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1989a). In a second study, the experimenters explored the influence of visual
information in timing these falling object interceptions, providing further support o f
an internalized model o f gravity while emphasizing the importance of vision in
properly timing interceptive actions (Lacquaniti & Maioli, 1989b). When participants
closed their eyes during certain trials and instead relied on an auditory cue to notify
them when the ball was dropped, they exhibited no anticipatory response to the
incoming object. Together, the studies bring tau and the tau margin into question. If
tau accounted for the preparation of the muscles in response to the falling object, the
response would have engaged earlier and earlier as drop height increased. Lacquaniti
& Maioli observed an increased latency of the onset of muscle response rather than a
decrease. Regarding these results, Lacquaniti (1996) noted “motor responses are not
timed according to x, but instead are based on a rather accurate estimate of the actual
time-to-contact” (p.219).
McIntyre, Zago, Berthoz, and Lacquaniti (2001) continued to investigate the
proposed implicit model o f physical laws pre-wired into the central nervous system
by adapting the catching task o f Lacquaniti & Maioli (1989a) and running the study
in zero-gravity. If an implicit model truly accounted for appropriate motor
preparation, the researchers expected astronauts to respond to the falling objects in
space as if they were still on earth rather than accommodating to the change from
earth’s gravity to zero-gravity. The implicit model was indeed supported, as the AMT
observed in space was nearly identical to the AMT observed on earth in both onset
and amplitude. Even after the visual system began to accommodate to the lack of
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acceleration for falling objects in space, the astronauts’ muscles continued to respond
to the falling objects as if they were accelerating as they would on earth.
The analysis o f AMT not only provides neurophysiologic support for the
motor planning phenomenon observed by numerous researchers (e.g. Paulingnan et
al., 1991; von Hofsten, 1980, 1983), but also provides general insight into the
underlying mechanisms responsible for the planning and coordinating o f actions.
Lacquaniti and Maioli (1989a, 1989b) provided evidence that AMT is indicative of
prospective action. The underlying processes involved in engaging the muscles is
future-oriented and seems to accommodate sophisticated physical laws. Evidence of
this phenomenon is clarified through the EMG analysis of Lacquaniti and Maioli as
well as Cordo and Nashner (1982). Cordo and Nashner discovered advanced
activation in leg muscles important for adjusting posture for a handle pulling task.
The leg muscles activated approximately 50 milliseconds ahead of even the biceps
muscles directly involved in pulling. Taken together with the biceps anticipation
observed by Lacquaniti and Maioli (28 ± 9 msec), it is clear that the processes
engaging the muscles are capable o f being set in motion several hundred milliseconds
in advance.
It is possible that physical laws such as gravitational acceleration are pre
wired into the central nervous system at birth, but it is equally plausible that these
laws are quickly internalized in infancy and early childhood as exposure to the
physical world increases. Von Hofsten (1994) observed, “gravity is a strong force,
and disturbances have to be foreseen or detected at an early stage if balance is to be
maintained without interruption of activity” (p. 76).
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The articles reviewed in the current section collectively suggest that motor
programming is hard wired in the central nervous system and precisely
accommodates earth’s physical laws. The proposed internal model allows precision in
coordinating action and begins to explain to some degree how motor responses are
preprogrammed above and beyond previous theories including tau and tau-margin.
Collectively, the literature reviewed above suggests that human actions are
prospective up to several hundred milliseconds into the future and once actions are
initiated they take time to change. Furthermore, these actions are highly cognitive and
may incorporate an internal model of gravity. Prospective action has been extensively
explored through both reaching and catching studies but several lingering questions
remain. First, studies of prospective action have not investigated situations where
participants must alter their action plan when free-falling objects do not fall as
expected. Experiments 1 and 2 will expressly investigate this issue by perturbing freefalling object motion, assessing the potential for an internal gravity model. Second,
despite the apparent cognitive nature of the motor coordination process, the breadth
and depth of information integration into the visuomotor system has not been
empirically investigated. Experiments 3 and 4 will investigate the potential
knowledge integration o f solidity, advanced warning, and density.
Taking the previous research into consideration, the present set of experiments
examines prospective action through the analysis of AMT with EMG. Modeling and
adapting the methods after Lacquaniti & Maioli (1989a, 1989b) further elucidates the
underlying anticipatory processes responsible for coordinating manual interceptions
o f falling objects.
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EXPERIMENT 1
As stated above, experiment 1 addresses a situation where free-falling object
motion is unexpectedly perturbed to assess the integration of an internal gravity
model. Perturbing object motion not only allows the assessment o f an internal gravity
model, but also the assessment of the anticipatory tensing time course. Defining the
major characteristics o f the anticipatory response will provide a better framework for
studying prospective motor control in this study and future studies. Two major
hypotheses are addressed in experiment 1. First, it is hypothesized that the
anticipatory response is not limited to the muscle activation directly preceding and
ending at ball impact, but rather continues for several hundred milliseconds post
impact. Identifying this time interval will open the door for future research endeavors
in prospective motor control through the analysis of anticipatory muscle responses. In
particular, identifying a larger window o f time for the anticipatory response will
allow more precise study of the underlying processes involved in action planning.
Second, it is hypothesized that once AMT is engaged, activation will continue despite
updates to visual information that should initiate an inhibition (or relaxing) of AMT.
This second hypothesis is tested in trials where a falling ball stops short o f the
participant’s hand (perturbed motion condition). It is predicted that in this condition
the participant will be unable to alter the motor plan once it is implemented even
when the visual information indicates the ball will not make contact with the hand,
explained in part by the above mentioned time delay in altering motor responses (e.g.
Paulignan et al, 1991).
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Method
Participants
Fourteen (6 female, 8 male) right-handed participants volunteered for the
study in return for course credit. Three additional participants were excluded from
analysis due to hardware malfunction. Participants in all experiments were
undergraduate students at the college and were between 18 and 22 years o f age. All
participant testing was approved by the college in advance. Participants signed
informed consent outlining their rights as research participants, including the right to
withdraw from the study without penalty. These guidelines for participant testing
were followed for all o f the following experiments.
Apparatus and task
An apparatus was constructed so that a ball could be consistently dropped
from a height o f .83 m (Figure 1). The ball was made o f brass, with a diameter of 3.2
cm and weight o f 180.2 g. Both a wire and a string were attached to the ball and
draped over a dowel suspended on the wall next to the participant, above their head.
A 4.5 volt electrical charge was fed to the wire in order to indicate to the computer
when the ball was dropped and when the ball made contact with the participant’s
hand.1The string was attached so string length could be manipulated on various trials.
That is, on some trials the ball unexpectedly “stopped short” o f reaching the
participant’s hand. Participants were seated in a chair, and suspended their catching
arm (right arm) over a foam pad on a table. They were instructed to keep the arm
suspended throughout each trial without resting it on the table. A small box (11 cm)
was placed adjacent to the foam pad. Participants were instructed not to raise their
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arm above the top of the box when catching the ball, rather, to let the ball come to
them as much as possible.
Muscle activation for this and all following experiments was monitored using
the Delsys Bagnoli-8 EMG system. Single differential surface electrodes (Delsys DE2.1) were attached to the biceps and wrist of the catching arm. The contact surfaces
were 10 mm in length, 1 mm in width, and separated by 10 mm.
Ball drop and catch were indicated by means of an electrical switch. The start
switch was created using one of the surface electrodes with one o f the measurement
surfaces covered with surgical tape. The end switch was a surface electrode pressed
between the palm of the non-catching hand and the thigh. Thus when the ball made
contact with the catching hand the electrical charge on the ball activated the electrode.
Data was collected using EMG Works Acquisition (version 3.5.1). There were
3 trial types. The first was a normal catching condition (eyes open impact) where the
ball fell the full .8 m and the participant’s eyes were open. The second was a normal
catching condition where the ball fell the full .8 m and the participant’s eyes were
closed (eyes closed impact). The third was a perturbed motion condition where the
ball fell normally until it stopped abruptly just above the participant’s hand (eyes
open stop). It is important to note that the string length required to stop the ball was
carefully chosen in pilot trials so that the ball fell as close to the participant’s hand as
possible without introducing a significant variance in the fall time when compared to
the full drop conditions.
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Each testing block consisted of three trials containing one of each trial type
presented in a random order. Participants completed an average of 27.57 trials
(SEM=2.57). No practice trials preceded the testing blocks.
Procedure
Participants were seated in a chair 45 cm from the ground at a table 73 cm tall
facing the ball drop apparatus. After the surface electrodes were attached to the biceps
and wrist, participants extended their catching arm over the foam pad on the table.
They were instructed to avoid resting their arm on the table or the foam pad during
each trial but could rest in between trials. They were also instructed to let the ball fall
to them as much as possible and not to raise their arm to meet the ball above the
height of the box next to the foam pad. At the start o f each trial, participants were told
to keep their eyes open or closed. The experimenter appeared to manipulate string
length on every trial regardless o f trial type (impact or stop), so that participants were
naive to when stop trials would occur. Participants wore headphones to block out
string drag noise. Trial start was indicated by the experimenter pressing the computer
mouse button to initiate EMG data collection. EMG data were sampled at 1 kHz for 5
s. The ball was pressed against the start sensor and dropped manually by the
experimenter. Each drop occurred at a random time interval after trial start with a
total drop time of approximately 411 ms. Trial types were randomized, but the same
order was presented to each subject. A typical trial was conducted as follows. The
mouse button was pressed by the experimenter and the experimenter pressed the ball
against the start sensor before proceeding to drop the ball. The ball was caught by the
participant and the time o f interception was recorded by the end sensor. On stop short
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trials, the ball never touched the participant’s hand and thus the end sensor was never
activated. A projected time o f interception was calculated based on the average time it
took the ball to fall in both the full drop conditions.
Data Analysis
Data analysis for this and all following experiments was conducted using
MatLab (version R2008a). Mean onset time of muscle activation was determined
relative to ball impact, as well as the mean maximum amplitude and time of
maximum activation. Muscle activation onset was defined as the point in time where
activation rose above mean baseline by 4 standard deviations and remained above this
point for 10 samples (10 ms). Ball impact time for the stop condition was inferred
from the average fall time for both impact conditions. Additionally, mean duration of
muscle activation was computed as well as the integral of muscle activity (activation
over time). All means were computed individually by trial type and subjected to
repeated-measures ANOVA. Learning effects were assessed by calculating Pearson
correlations between trial number and each dependent measure (onset, integral, and
duration) and subjecting these results to one-sample t-tests.
Results
The EMG recordings exhibited a clear AMT response in all three
experimental conditions. The normalized, average response profiles for the biceps are
shown in Figure 2. A clear anticipation was apparent prior to the time of ball impact,
or, in the case o f stop trials, the time o f anticipated impact. The mean onset of
activation for the eyes open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed impact conditions
is reported in Table 1. These differences were highly significant, F(2,13) = 5.71,/? =
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.009, rip2 =.31. Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes closed and eyes open
conditions were also significant (eyes closed impact vs. eyes open impact, F(l,13) =
17.58,/? = .001, r|p2= .57; eyes closed impact vs. eyes open stop, F (l,13) = 7.62,/? =
.016, riP2= .37).
All of the above mentioned effects were apparent for the wrist as well. The
mean onset of activation for the eyes open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed
impact conditions is reported in Table 1. These differences were highly significant,
F(2,13) =14.23,/? < .001, T|p2= .52. Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes closed
and eyes open conditions were also significant (eyes closed impact vs. eyes open
impact, F( 1,13) = 18.49,/? < .001, r|p2 = .59; eyes closed impact vs. eyes open stop,
F (l,13) = 2 0 3 2 , p < .001, t|p2= .61.
The onset of the eyes open impact and eyes open stop conditions was very
similar, but the duration and peak response values were significantly smaller for the
stop condition. The mean activation duration for the eyes open impact, eyes open
stop, and eyes closed impact conditions are reported in Table 1. These differences
were highly significant, F(2,13) = 10.84,/? < .001, r|p2 = .45. Post-hoc comparisons
between the eyes open impact and eyes open stop conditions were highly significant
(eyes open impact vs. eyes open stop, F(l,13) = 15.61,/? < .001, r)p = .55). Post-hoc
comparisons between the eyes open impact and eyes closed impact conditions were
also significant (eyes open impact vs. eyes closed impact, F(l,13) = 20.53,p < .001,
tlp2=.61).
The peak response values exhibited similar trends. The mean peak activation
for the eyes open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed impact conditions are
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reported in Table 1. These differences approached significance, F(2,13) = 2.71,/? =
.09, rjp = 17. Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes open impact and eyes open stop
conditions approached significance (eyes open impact vs. eyes open stop, F(l,13) =
2.89,/? = .07, r|p = .18). Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes open impact and eyes
closed impact conditions were non-significant (eyes open impact vs. eyes closed
impact, F (l,13) = 1.74,/? = .21, n.s.).
Wrist EMG activation exhibited similar trends for both duration and peak
response. The mean activation duration for the eyes open impact, eyes open stop, and
eyes closed impact conditions are reported in Table 1. These differences were
significant, F(2, 13) = 13.17,/? < .001, pp = .50. Post-hoc comparisons between the
eyes open impact and eyes open stop conditions were non-significant. Post-hoc
comparisons between the eyes open impact and eyes closed impact conditions were
highly significant, F( 1, 13) = 18.34,/? = .001, r|p2 = .59.
Considering the peak response in the wrist, the mean activation for the eyes
open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed impact conditions are reported in Table
1. The differences were non-significant, F(2, 13) = 1.84,/? = .18, n.s.
Several clear learning effects were apparent. As participants completed more
trials, the duration o f their biceps response decreased. Similarly, as participants
completed more trials, the anticipatory response began closer to the time o f impact.
Collectively, the learning effects suggest a sharpening o f motor response as number
of trials completed increased. The mean Pearson-r values relating trial number to
duration of response, anticipation, and integral are all reported in Table 2.
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Discussion
Experiment 1 replicated the findings o f Lacquaniti and Maioli (1989a),
observing AMT prior to ball impact in the eyes open impact condition. The present
study differed from the results of Lacquaniti and Maioli (1989b) in that AMT was
observed in the eyes closed impact condition. While the amount of AMT observed
was not as pronounced as the eyes open impact and eyes open stop conditions, there
was still a slight anticipation when the eyes are closed. This unexpected finding may
be due to dropping the ball from the same height each time, a variable Lacquaniti and
Maioli manipulated in their studies. It may be that participants were able to quickly
learn the fall time in the eyes open conditions and use this internalized information to
properly time their muscle response in the eyes closed conditions. Upon initial
examination, this explanation seems unlikely due to the shape of the response profiles
indicating less anticipation when the eyes are closed. If participants were memorizing
the fall time, a similarly shaped response to the eyes open conditions is expected as it
does not make theoretical sense why participants should be better at timing their
muscle activation when their eyes are closed. However, considering the ball drop was
never indicated to the participants in the eyes closed condition, it is possible they
approximated the fall time and waited to engage the muscles later than they did in the
open conditions to accommodate for this uncertainty.
The present results of experiment 1 also extend previous research by defining
the time course o f AMT with the addition of the eyes open stop condition. In
particular, it appears that the observed muscle response post-impact in the eyes open
impact condition is a continuation of the anticipatory response rather than a reflexive
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tactile response upon impact. If AMT was confined to a brief moment in time prior to
impact, activation should have quickly dropped to baseline when the ball did not
impact the hand. Instead, the AMT response in the eyes open stop condition mirrored
the response in the eyes open impact condition in both onset and duration. It appears
that the only portion of the muscle response potentially influenced by reflexive tactile
response may be peak activation due to the slight differences observed in peak
activation between the impact and stop conditions. This idea may be further
supported by the non-significant difference between the peak activation in the eyes
open impact and eyes closed impact conditions, both of which receive tactile input at
impact, however, this explanation should be interpreted cautiously due to the non
significant omnibus tests for both the biceps and wrist regarding peak activation.
Another major finding in the current experiment was the observed learning
effects; as participants experience more trials they are able to sharpen their motor
responses. The AMT response began closer to impact and became shorter in duration
revealing an overall fine-tuning of the response over time. These effects support
flexibility and adaptability in the visuomotor system (Zago, et al., 2004; Zago &
Lacquaniti, 2005).
The present study also supported the results o f Paulingnan, et al. (1991) and
von Hofsten (1980, 1983), with regards to anticipating interactions with objects in the
future. The results of the present study showed persistence in the motor response for
the eyes open stop condition rather that a dropping off of activation post-impact.
Activation continued above baseline until approximately 254 ms after impact,
supporting prospective motor control in the preparation of muscle response. It seems
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that once the muscles are engaged to perform a response, the anticipation o f object
encounter is fully executed despite changes to visual information. This persistence
may also help to elucidate the controversy surrounding the use o f an internal model o f
gravity.
Lacquaniti & Maioli (1989a, 1989b) and McIntyre, et al. (2001) supported an
internal model of prospective motor control that accommodates gravity, and thus the
acceleration o f falling objects. Experiment 1 provided further evidence that the motor
system has likely internalized gravity and assumes acceleration rather than constantly
updating the system by calculating the difference between predicted position and
actual position o f a falling object. Figure 3 depicts these two models graphically
based on the results o f the present experiment. Considering the finding that AMT
response continues for several hundred milliseconds post-impact in the eyes open stop
condition, it is clear that updates to visual information (the stopped ball) are
insufficient to inhibit motor responses already engaged more than several hundred
milliseconds into the future. Even taking a conservative estimate o f this lag in
updating the motor system (200 ms), it is visually clear in Figure 3 that using a
constant velocity inference (similar to Lee’s proposed tau-margin) 200 ms prior to
ball impact would create a discrepancy in correctly timing the object interception.
Without accounting for gravitational acceleration, participants would have been
approximately 100 ms late in timing their responses. Due to the precision observed in
interception and the AMT responses, the results of experiment 1 suggest this is not
the case.
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Overall, experiment 1 extends the literature in the field o f anticipatory muscle
tensing, particularly in defining the time course of the anticipatory response. The
results contribute to the growing body o f literature regarding prospective motor
control and provide further support for a model of motor control that is not only
future-oriented, but also accommodates an internalization o f gravity. Further analysis
of the underlying processes involved in anticipatory muscle response and prospective
motor control is still required. One area to further explore is the level of cognitive
involvement at which prospective motor control occurs. In predicting future object
interactions based on our internalized gravity model and accommodation of limb
dynamics, what level of cognitive information can we incorporate into our muscle
response? Considering the results from experiment 1 in light o f previous research, it
is likely the response occurs below a certain level of consciousness due to the
persistence o f the motor response despite updates to visual information (the stop o f
the ball in the eyes open stop condition). These mechanisms and processes were
further explored in experiments 2-4. Before assessing the breadth of knowledge
incorporation in experiments 3 and 4, a control experiment was first conducted to
examine the use o f an internal gravitational acceleration model when the drop height
was varied on every trial.
EXPERIMENT 2
As previously stated, one major limitation o f experiment 1 was the use o f only
one drop height, clouding the supporting evidence for integration o f an internal
gravity model. Continuing to incorporate an eyes open stop condition while varying
the height in experiment 2 clarifies the use of an internal gravity model for timing
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object interceptions. Varying the height on each trial addresses the issue o f the
observed anticipatory tensing in the eyes closed impact condition in experiment 1. It
is hypothesized that experiment 2 will rule out the possibility that participants in
experiment 1 inferred the fall time after a few trials at a constant drop height of .83 m
and used this information to time their responses based on this fall time estimate
rather than the information provided by an internal gravity model. Response profiles
from experiment 2 were first analyzed separately before they were directly compared
to the response profiles from experiment 1.
Method
Participants
Twelve (3 female, 9 male) right-handed participants volunteered for the study
in return for course credit.
Apparatus and task
The same apparatus constructed for experiment 1 was used in experiment 2
with minor alterations. The 3.2 cm diameter ball (180.2 g) was dropped from 10
varying heights ranging from .6 to 1.0 m, including the previously used drop height of
.83 m. The heights were not equally spaced and a single random order was created for
the height manipulation. Thus, all participants experienced the same drop order. The
height of the drop was changed on every trial to prevent participants from utilizing a
strategy based on knowledge o f the previous drop time. Three trial types were again
implemented, eyes open impact, eyes open, stop, and eyes closed impact conditions.
These conditions randomly varied with the height adjustment, so that each trial
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occurred at each height one time, producing 30 trials in total. All participants
completed 30 trials. No practice trials preceded the testing blocks.
Procedure
The procedure for experiment 2 was identical to the procedure outlined for
experiment 1 with the additional presence o f a second experimenter whose sole
purpose was to adjust the drop height o f the apparatus on every trial. The string length
was also manipulated on every trial so participants were nai've to trial type.
Participants again wore headphones to block out string drag noise and were instructed
by the experimenter to keep their eyes open or closed depending on the trial type.
Data Analysis
The analyses for experiment 2 were similar to experiment 1. Impact time was
determined for the eyes open impact and eyes closed impact conditions, and inferred
for the eyes open stop condition. Mean anticipation, peak, duration, and integral were
calculated based upon this impact time, collapsing across the fall heights to determine
the response profiles. These values were subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA to
assess statistical significance. Learning effects were calculated in the same manner as
experiment 1.
Analyses were also conducted in SPSS 16.0 to directly assess any significant
differences between experiment 1 and experiment 2, namely significant interactions
between trial type and experiment. Mean anticipation, peak, duration, and integral
were first calculated in Matlab for both experiments before subjecting these values to
a 2 x 3 (experiment by trial type) mixed-design ANOVA where the between-subjects
factor was experiment (1 versus 2).
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Results
The response profiles for experiment 2 exhibited similar responses to
experiment 1. The normalized, average response profiles for the biceps are shown in
Figure 4. A clear anticipation was apparent prior to the time of ball impact or the time
o f anticipated impact. The mean onset of activation for the eyes open impact, eyes
open stop, and eyes closed impact conditions is reported in Table 3. These differences
were highly significant, F(2,22) = 26.85,/? < .001, r|p2 = .71. Post-hoc comparisons
between the eyes closed and eyes open conditions were also significant (eyes closed
impact vs. eyes open impact, F (l,l 1) = 29.25,/? < .001, r|p = .73; eyes closed impact
vs. eyes open stop, F ( l,l 1) = 30.37,/? < .001, r|p2= .73). Anticipatory tensing was
nearly eliminated for the eyes closed impact condition.
All o f the above mentioned effects were apparent for the wrist as well. The
mean onset o f activation for the eyes open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed
impact conditions is reported in Table 3. These differences were highly significant,
F(2,22) = 18.77,/? < .001, r\p = .63. Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes closed
and eyes open conditions were also significant (eyes closed impact vs. eyes open
impact, F (l,l 1) = 20.21,/? < .001, r|p = .65; eyes closed impact vs. eyes open stop,
7^1,11) = 32.56,/? < .001, r|p = .75. Again, anticipation was nearly eliminated for the
eyes closed impact condition.
The onset of the biceps response in the eyes open impact and eyes open stop
conditions was very similar, but the duration and peak response values were
significantly smaller for the stop condition. The mean activation duration for the eyes
open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed impact conditions are reported in Table
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3. These differences were highly significant, F(2,22) = 17.77,p < .001, r|p2 = .62.
Post-hoc comparisons showed that the eyes open impact and eyes open stop
conditions were significantly different (eyes open impact vs. eyes open stop, F ( l ,l 1)
= 34.79, p < .001, rjp = .76). Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes open impact and
eyes closed impact conditions were also significant (eyes open impact vs. eyes closed
impact, F (l,l 1) = 14.68,p = .003, pp2= .57).
The peak response values exhibited similar trends. The mean peak activation
for the eyes open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed impact conditions are
reported in Table 3. These differences were significant, F(2,22) = 4.94,p = .02, r|p2 =
31. Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes open impact and eyes open stop
conditions were significant (eyes open impact vs. eyes open stop, F (l,l 1) = 13.05,p <
.001, r|p = .54). Post-hoc comparisons between the eyes open impact and eyes closed
impact conditions were also significant (eyes open impact vs. eyes closed impact,
F (l,l 1) = 7.41, p = .02, r|p2= .40).
Wrist EMG activation exhibited similar trends for both duration and peak
response. The mean activation duration for the eyes open impact, eyes open stop, and
eyes closed impact conditions are reported in Table 3. These differences were
significant, F(2, 22) = 19.75, p < .001, r|p2 = .64. Post-hoc comparisons between the
eyes open impact and eyes open stop conditions were non-significant. Post-hoc
comparisons between the eyes open impact and eyes closed impact conditions were
highly significant, F (l, 11) = 19.33,p = .001, rjp2= .64.
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Considering the peak response in the wrist, the mean activation for the eyes
open impact, eyes open stop, and eyes closed impact conditions are reported in Table
3. The differences were non-significant, F{2, 22) = .85,/? = .44, n.s.
Several clear learning effects were apparent and reflect the same trends
observed in experiment 1. That is, as participants completed more trials, the duration
of their biceps response decreased. Similarly, as participants completed more trials,
the anticipatory response began closer to the time of impact. Collectively, the
learning effects suggest a sharpening o f motor response as number of trials completed
increased. The mean Pearson-r values relating trial number to duration of response,
anticipation, and integral are all reported in Table 4. These values were not as
statistically significant as observed in experiment 1, but generally speaking, the same
directionality of the correlation coefficients and similar trends were obtained.
Direct comparisons between the response profiles of experiments 1 and 2
revealed two significant interactions between trial type and experiment. These results
are represented graphically in Figure 5. Biceps duration and biceps anticipation
revealed significant trial type by experiment interactions, F(2,48) = 3.51, p —.04, rjp
= .13 and F(2,48) = 3.76, p = .03, r|p = .14, respectively. First considering the
significant interaction for biceps duration, an analysis o f simple effects revealed
differences in duration for eyes closed impact trials between experiments 1 {M —
1111.26) and 2 (M = 897.68), F{ 1,24) = 5.71, p = .03. Additionally, comparisons of
the trial types at each level of experiment revealed a significant effect o f trial type on
experiment 1 between the eyes open impact and eyes open stop conditions (7(13) =
3.97,/? = .002), and the eyes open stop and eyes closed impact conditions (/"(13) = -
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4.53,/? = .001). Trial type also had an effect on experiment 2, with differences
observed between the eyes open impact and eyes open stop conditions (Y(13) = 5.84,p
= .001), eyes open impact and eyes closed impact {/(l3) = 2.66, p = .02), and the eyes
open stop and eyes closed impact conditions (/(l3) = -3.83,/? = .003).
Regarding the simple effects analyses conducted to elucidate the trial type x
experiment interaction for biceps anticipation, differences in anticipation were
observed for the eyes open impact trials between experiments 1 (M = 177.51) and 2
(M = 129.89), F(l,24) = 8.82,/? = .007. Comparisons o f the trial types at each level of
experiment revealed a significant effect of trial type on experiment 1 between the
eyes open impact and eyes closed impact conditions (7(11) = -4.19,/? = .001) and the
eyes open stop and eyes closed impact conditions (?(11) = -2.76,/? = .02). Trial type
also had an effect on experiment 2, with differences observed between the eyes open
impact and eyes open stop conditions (f(l 1) = 5.84,/? < .001), eyes open impact and
eyes closed impact (/(l 1) = 2.66, p = .02), and the eyes open stop and eyes closed
impact conditions (f(l1) = -3.83,/? = .003).
Discussion
Experiment 2 addressed the major limitation of experiment 1, namely, the use
o f only one drop height. In varying the height on every trial, anticipatory tensing was
nearly eliminated for the eyes closed impact condition, replicating the results of
Lacquaniti and Maioli (1989b). The elimination of AMT when the fall time varies on
every condition suggests that participants are not timing their muscle tensing relative
to a learned constant fall time. They are not initiating the muscles once a certain
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threshold is reached (time-to-contact), rather they are using something else, likely an
internal gravity model as addressed in the discussion for experiment 1.
Similar learning effects were observed in experiments 1 and 2, but few of the
correlations were statistically significant in experiment 2. Perhaps most notable was
the sharpening o f anticipatory response in the wrist for the two eyes open conditions.
Anticipation began closer to the time o f impact for the conditions where visual input
was allowed, while no significant changes occurred when the eyes were closed.
Participants watched the height change before closing their eyes on eyes closed trials,
so it is not the case that participants were completely naive to the changing height for
these conditions. Rather, the change in wrist anticipatory response over time further
supports the evidence presented by Lacquaniti and Maioli (1989b) that vision is not
important for anticipatory response, per se, but it is important for the precise timing of
the response. Given experience with changing heights over the course o f the trials, it
is possible that participants relied on the visual input in addition to an internal gravity
model to sharpen their responses.
The above noted pattern of learning was not observed in the biceps response.
It is possible that it is more essential for appropriate motor coordination that the wrist
be more finely tuned than the biceps. To further explain, wrist anticipation begins
closer to object impact than the biceps in all conditions because the wrist is
compensating more for the incoming ball momentum to coordinate a grasping
motion. Thus, the wrist muscles may be more flexible or adaptable over time as
further object interactions are allowed. Once the participant had experience catching
the ball, they sharpened their overall muscle coordination (including the biceps) but
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more so in the wrist due to its greater importance in the successful stiffening required
to appropriately intercept the object.
The comparisons between the response profiles observed in both experiments
1 and 2 revealed significant interactions for biceps anticipation and duration. On
average, response duration was shorter and biceps anticipation began closer to the
impact time in experiment 2. These effects depended on the trial type, with duration
differences notable between the two experiments for the eyes open stop and eyes
closed impact conditions. The biceps anticipation difference was most notable
between the two experiments for the eyes open conditions in comparison to the eyes
closed condition. The major difference between experiments 1 and 2 was the varying
drop height in experiment 2. In terms o f biceps anticipation and duration, greater
precision was observed in experiment 2 where the drop height and fall time varied. It
is possible that the uncertainty produced by a constantly changing fall time required
participants to utilize a more precise strategy whereas a time-to-contact strategy was
potentially accessible during the trials o f experiment 1. The results from experiment 1
continue to support the use of an internal gravity model but experiment 2 is even
clearer in emphasizing this possibility. The internal gravity model allows a greater
level o f precision from the outset, an effect that was likely clouded after participants
inferred the constant fall time in experiment 1 and potentially switched to a time-tocontact strategy. Most likely, participants in experiment 1 employed an internal
gravity model at the outset o f the experiment before switching to a model that
exploited the constant fall time. In terms of everyday interactions, it is more likely
that a gravity model is integrated in object interactions; rarely would a situation arise
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where the exact same object travel time was presented 30 consecutive times. Object
interactions occur suddenly, and utilizing a precise internal model of the physical
world will nearly always produce the most successful prospective coordination.
Experiments 1 and 2 elucidated the time course o f AMT and also served to
identify the components of AMT that are truly anticipatory. The observed response
profiles when the height was varied on every trial provided further support for an
internal model o f gravity. The perturbed motion condition in both experiments
provided evidence that prospective action clearly functions on the order o f several
hundred milliseconds and participants utilized a sophisticated internal gravity model
to coordinate actions. Several questions regarding muscle activation and the
integration of physical knowledge into these responses remain unanswered.
Experiment 3 expanded upon the methods introduced in the previous studies to probe
two of these areas, solidity and verbal instruction provided about the upcoming
environmental state. There is a significant body of literature regarding the
understanding of solidity and the development of this knowledge, with relatively
scant research on the incorporation o f verbal information providing advanced warning
about the upcoming state of the physical world. These literatures are examined below
to provide a more solid framework for the specific hypotheses investigated in
experiment 3.
EXPERIMENT 3
Solidity is the widely understood physical principle that two solid objects
cannot occupy the same space at the same time. There is evidence that this principle
is comprehended as early as 2.5 months o f age (Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, &
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Jacobson, 1992). It seems that a basic understanding is apparent at this early age with
increasing sophistication developing over the first year, including the ability to use
specific object information to further inform ideas o f solidity and continuity. Spelke
et al. (1992) conducted five habituation experiments assessing continuity, solidity,
gravity, and inertia. All o f the trials included possible and impossible events where a
ball fell or rolled behind a screen and either landed on top of a platform or below the
platform or ran into a wall or rolled beyond the wall. Infant looking time was longer
for the event where the ball would have passed through the solid platform or wall.
The researchers suggested that cognition, perception, and action develop together in
infancy rather than cognition developing from perception and action experience. The
researchers also supported the idea that solidity and continuity are innate principles
unlike gravity and inertia. They did not suggest that infants are not sensitive to the
effects o f gravity, but they are limited in their ability to represent gravity on a
cognitive level and utilize the information consistently.
Baillargeon, Spelke, & Wasserman (1985) were the first to systematically
examine knowledge o f solidity in addition to object permanence with a habituation
paradigm in 5-month-old infants. They created an apparatus where a wooden occluder
rotated toward and away from the infant in a 180-degree arc. After habituation, a box
was placed in the path o f the occluder and two conditions were introduced. In the
possible action condition, the occluder moved away from the infant toward the box,
stopped when it hit the box and moved back toward the infant. In the impossible
action condition, the occluder moved away from the infant toward the box without
stopping upon contact, continuing to “pass through” the box for the full arc. Infants
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attended longer to the impossible action condition, suggesting that they not only
understand that the box continues to exist when occluded (object permanence) but
also that solid objects cannot pass through one another (solidity). These results were
further confirmed in six- and eight-month old infants who could maintain object
permanence for multiple objects while continuing to understand solidity (Baillargeon,
1986). In this second study, a car rolled down a ramp behind an occluder and
emerged on the other side. On certain trials a box was introduced behind, in front of,
or on top o f the car’s path of travel. Infants attended longer to conditions where the
box blocked the car’s path yet the car still emerged from behind the occluder. In this
paradigm, the infants grasped a high level o f sophisticated information about the
physical world. Namely, that the car and the box continued to exist, that the car would
continue on its path o f travel when occluded, and that solid objects cannot pass
through one another. Baillargeon (2008) expanded upon the theory proposed by
Spelke et al. (1992), hypothesizing that solidity and continuity are perhaps not innate
themselves, but serve the simpler principle of persistence that “objects persist, as they
are, in time and space” (p. 11).
The present study assessed solidity integration by placing a platform over the
catching hand of the participant. Based upon the previous findings o f Spelke et al.
(1992), Baillargeon et al. (1985), and Baillargeon (1986), it was hypothesized that
once participants create a representation of the solid platform and the solid ball and
incorporate this information with prior expectations of solidity, the participant can
successfully infer that the ball will not pass through the platform. It is possible that
the integration o f this information will lead to an inhibition in the AMT response to
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the falling ball, but it is also feasible that participants will continue to exhibit the
AMT response due to the timing of information integration and movement initiation.
The second manipulation in experiment 3 provided participants with a verbal
statement about the upcoming state of the environment. There is little prior research
about the integration of verbal information into a motor response. One study to
examine this relationship was conducted by Lipshits and Kazennikoiv (2008). The
researchers presented participants with a series o f 3 weights to be lifted. Participants
held the weight in their dominant hand, and lifted it as fast as possible until their arm
pointed at a target on a wall in front o f them. There were 3 conditions, a
proprioceptive condition where the participant held the weight while their arm rested
at their side, a support condition where a support was placed under the weight while
the participant rested (eliminating proprioceptive feedback), and a verbal information
condition identical to the support condition except participants were informed about
the weight they were about to lift. Muscle activation was monitored with EMG and
anticipatory components were analyzed. There was no effect for the support or the
verbal information conditions; only proprioceptive information was useful in creating
a faster response. The authors suggested that movement planning occurs
subconsciously, explaining the lack of an effect for the verbal information condition
when proprioceptive information was eliminated. Further evidence that auditory
information does not contribute to changes in AMT, Lacquaniti and Maioli (1989b)
observed no AMT when an auditory tone was provided as a cue for ball drop in lieu
o f visual information. Over the course o f the testing session, participants did exhibit a
slight anticipation in the auditory cue condition and thus it was important for the
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present study to assess potential learning effects as a result. Experiment 3 will address
the potential integration of advanced knowledge by including a perturbed motion
condition where participants are verbally informed that the ball will not hit their hand.
Considering the research on advanced knowledge of the future state of the
environment and the highly cognitive nature of prospective action, it was
hypothesized that participants would show little to no anticipation when provided
with this verbal information.
The major research question for experiment 3 was thus a two-part question
addressing the extent o f physical knowledge that can be incorporated into the system.
Specifically, (a) does the human motor system integrate the knowledge that solid
objects cannot pass through one another, and (b) can the system integrate prior verbal
information provided about an upcoming object event?
Method
Participants
Twenty-two (19 female, 3 male) right-handed participants volunteered for the
study in return for course credit. Two additional participants began the procedure but
were not included in the analysis due to hardware malfunction.
Apparatus and Task
The same catching apparatus used in experiments 1 and 2 was used in the
present experiment. The ball was dropped from a constant height (.83 m) on all trials.
Five trial types were created and placed in a random order. All participants
experienced the same order o f trials, 10 of each type or 50 in total. Three o f the five
conditions were identical to experiment 1 (eyes open impact, eyes open stop, eyes
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closed impact) and two new conditions were introduced (eyes open platform and eyes
open informed stop).
In the eyes open platform condition, a platform was placed over the
participant’s hand prior to the start of the trial. The platform was designed to stop the
ball from impacting the participant’s hand at approximately the same height as the
eyes open stop condition while still allowing free movement of the hand and arm
below the platform. The platform was constructed o f 2 cm thick plywood to create an
opening o f 16.5 cm tall by 32 cm wide. When placed over the 5 cm thick foam pad,
the participant still had 11.5 cm of height to freely move under the platform. The
platform was placed 21 cm from the edge o f the table so the participant had view of
their hand. Only the edges of the fingertips were not visible in most cases.
Participants were still instructed to keep their arm slightly raised off the foam pad and
under the approximated impact location of the ball.
In the eyes open informed stop condition, participants were verbally informed
by the experimenter that the ball would not make contact with their hand on the trial.
In the first block of trials, participants had exposure to the eyes open stop condition
prior to their exposure to the eyes open informed stop condition, thus they were aware
o f the possibility that the ball could stop prior to impacting their hand.
Procedure
The experimental procedure for experiment 3 was similar to the procedure for
experiments 1 and 2. Only one experimenter was present for experiment 3, the string
was manipulated on every trial, and participants wore headphones to block out string
drag noise. Procedural differences arose for the two new experimental conditions. On
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trials where the condition was eyes open platform the experimenter manipulated the
string to the shorter length (unknown to the participant), placed the platform over the
participant’s hand, then dropped the ball and recorded muscle response as normal.
When the trial concluded, the experimenter removed the platform and set it aside
before continuing on to the next trial. For the eyes open informed stop condition, the
experimenter manipulated the string to the shorter length (unknown to the
participant), then informed the participant that the ball would stop above their hand
and thus would not hit their hand. Then the experimenter dropped the ball and
recorded the muscle response.
Data Analysis
Data analysis was conducted in MatLab, with slight modifications from
experiment 1. Fall time for the platform and informed stop conditions was calculated
and inferred in the same manner as the eyes open stop condition in experiment 1.
Response profiles were first plotted for each trial type for each participant, and
normalized so each participant contributed equally to the overall average profile
regardless of individual differences in muscle activation (notably, response
amplitude). The peak in the condition producing the maximum activation for each
participant became 1.0, with the other conditions plotted as a proportion of this peak
value. The normalized profiles were averaged together and paired-samples t-tests
were conducted to determine the time where the profile first significantly departed
from baseline in each condition (onset/anticipation) and returned to baseline
(duration). Baseline was calculated at the mean activation present 150 ms prior to the
ball drop. Additional t-tests were conducted to assess differences between the mean
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peak activation for the various conditions. Integral was not assessed in experiment 3
due to the method of averaging across normalized response profiles.
Results
The response profiles for the biceps in the solidity and advanced warning
conditions are depicted in comparison to the time course conditions in Figure 6.
Visual inspection reveals a large decrease in muscle activation for the two new
conditions, and at first glance it appears that AMT is almost completely absent in the
platform and informed stop conditions. Considering the mean time o f onset after the
ball drop in the biceps for the five conditions, the first observation is that any
anticipation was notably decreased when external sources o f knowledge were
provided (eyes open impact, M = 124; eyes open stop, M —1; eyes closed impact, M —
311; platform,. M = 1; informed stop, M —1). The mean values equal to one indicated
a presence o f significant muscle activation above baseline present at the time o f ball
drop. AMT was not observed for these conditions due to the significant activation
present at the start of the ball drop. The mean time of onset in the wrist shows a
similar trend (eyes open impact, M —86; eyes open stop, M —18; eyes closed impact,
M = 308; platform, M = 408; informed stop, M = 1).
Muscle activation in the biceps remained statistically significant for the
longest duration in the eyes open impact condition, returning to baseline at M = 2213
(activation duration o f 2089 ms), followed by the eyes closed impact condition
returning to baseline at M = 1883 (activation duration of 1572 ms). As the three
remaining conditions were already active at ball drop, the mean time at which the
activation became non-significant from baseline is reported alone (without duration
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estimates). The informed stop showed the greatest duration (M = 1156), followed by
the eyes open stop (M = 1058), and the platform condition (M = 955). Muscle
activation in the wrist displayed a similar trend, remaining statistically significant for
the longest duration in the eyes open impact condition (M = 2218) with a duration
equal to 2132 ms, followed by the eyes closed impact condition (M —2009) with a
duration equal to 1701 ms. The platform condition was the next longest (M = 1590)
with a duration of 1182 ms, followed by the eyes open stop condition (M = 1088,
duration = 1070), and the informed stop condition (M = 766, duration not calculated).
Peak biceps activation (as a proportion of maximum activation) displayed a
clear pattern for the five conditions with the greatest proportion o f maximum
activation appearing in the eyes open impact and eyes closed impact conditions (M =
.89, SEM= .04; M = .87, SEM= .03, respectively) followed by eyes open stop (M —
.38, SEM= .05) and lastly by platform (M = .09, SEM= .02) and informed stop (M =
.09, SEM= .02). Peak wrist activation (as a proportion o f maximum activation) also
displayed this trend with the greatest proportion of maximum activation appearing in
the eyes open impact and eyes closed impact conditions (M = .97, SEM= .02; M —
.77, SEM= .04, respectively) followed by the eyes open stop condition (M = .51, SEM
—.06) and lastly by platform (M = .07, SEM = .01) and informed stop (M = .09, SEM
=

. 02 ).

The mean time where the peak activation occurred relative to impact in the
five conditions continued to illustrate the observed trends in both the biceps (eyes
open impact, M = 66; eyes open stop, M = -69; eyes closed impact, M = 110;
platform, M = -50; informed stop, M —-33) and the wrist (eyes open impact, M —58;
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eyes open stop, M - -17; eyes closed impact, M = 152;platform, M = -148; informed
stop, M —-69).
Focusing in on the specific biceps response profiles of the two new conditions
(Figure 7, Panel A) there was a clear departure from baseline in muscle activation.
Panel B of Figure 7 depicts the three conditions where the ball never makes contact
with the participant’s hand. It is important to note that the muscle response appears to
return to baseline much sooner in the platform and informed stop conditions than in
the eyes open stop condition. Statistical analyses focusing on the comparisons
between these three conditions (eyes open stop, eyes open platform, eyes open
informed stop) revealed significant differences between the eyes open stop and eyes
open platform conditions and between the eyes open stop and eyes open informed
stop conditions at/? < .001 for both the biceps and the wrist.
Discussion
This study was the first to examine additional sources of knowledge
integration in coordinating the anticipatory muscle response to falling objects. Based
on the observed trends in the platform and informed stop conditions, it seems the
human motor system is capable of integrating the knowledge that solid objects cannot
pass through one another. Furthermore, the system also considers information
provided verbally about the upcoming state o f events. While both types o f
information may not completely eliminate AMT, it is clear that once a congruence
occurred between the internalized information and the external state of the
environment (i.e., when the ball stops), the response was more quickly inhibited than
when no information was gleaned about the future state o f the environment.
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It is important to discuss the presence o f muscle activation in the platform and
informed stop conditions at the beginning o f each trial. There is no theoretically
relevant explanation for why participants had significant tensing at the start of each
trial, even before the ball drop occurred. Visual inspection of the response profiles
reveals a later “ramping up” of the muscle response in the platform and informed stop
conditions. While statistical significance was observed at the beginning of the drop, it
is clear that this significance does not indicate a true anticipatory response. Utilizing a
separate method of analysis for these two conditions could tease apart exactly when
this anticipatory response begins, but for the present purposes o f the experiment it
was not suitable to analyze all conditions in this manner.
There was a lack o f significant activation in the platform condition, reflecting
the idea that participants understand the presence o f a solid object will block the fall
path o f the ball. The observed muscle response, while similar in overall shape, was
not significant in terms o f the action toward the object. To clarify, a participant
producing the muscle activation observed for the platform condition would not likely
be planning to intercept the object. This observation is supported by the lack in peak
response, and the faster return to baseline. Participants planning to successfully
intercept the falling object would require significantly more tensing to accommodate
the momentum of the falling ball. This logic also holds for the informed stop
condition, despite the slight statistical significance observed for the response profile.
Furthermore, it is not sufficient to say that participants did not trust the experimenter
in the informed stop condition, partially due to the fact that they experienced a trial
where the ball had stopped short prior to an informed stop trial. Participants were
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aware that it was possible for the ball to not impact their hand. Also, this explanation
is insufficient when considering the similar pattern observed in the platform
condition. When provided with either form of information, participants were
successful at inhibiting this response to a certain extent, and in a manner that is
ecologically valid when considering the responses in relation to the other three
conditions.
In sum, it appears that the human motor system incorporates solidity and
verbal information when coordinating prospective action. These results expand the
scope of the prospective action literature by further defining the potentially cognitive
elements integrated in the visuomotor system. Accessing prior information to assist
the coordination o f an upcoming motor response seems to be a capability o f the
visuomotor system, even when the information is provided just moments before an
interaction. This integration is not only observed in the outcome of the event (a
successful object interaction) but also in the muscle response preceding the actual
object interaction (anticipatory tensing). Experiment 4 continued to explore the type
o f knowledge the system can integrate with an investigation of the effects o f size and
density on AMT.
EXPERIMENT 4
As demonstrated in experiment 3, the visuomotor system is capable of
incorporating advanced prior knowledge when coordinating muscle responses to
upcoming object interactions. The goal o f experiment 4 was to investigate other types
o f physical knowledge that could be potentially useful to an upcoming object
interaction, particularly size and density information. The major research question
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driving experiment 4 was can size and weight inferences also be incorporated into the
muscle response? Literature examining the size-weight illusion provides background
and motivation for the present study as is reviewed below. To clarify, the size-weight
illusion is a violation o f the expectation that big objects are heavy and small objects
are light.
Previous research investigating size and density information has employed
other measures o f anticipatory processes, namely grip and load force. These measures
indicate anticipation because they are well-tuned to specific object properties which
must be taken into account prior to engaging an action. The literature suggests that
object properties such as size and color are quickly associated with weights via
experience with the objects as measured by grip and load force (Li, Randerath, Bauer,
Marquardt, Goldenberg, & Hermsdorfer, 2009). Memory is involved in creating these
associations, and thus cognitive processing is again implicated in coordinating motor
responses based upon these learned associations. Further evidence for the role of
cognition emerged in a 2008 study by Flanagan, Bittner, and Johansson. Participants
who had experience with various objects where traditional size-weight relationships
were violated (small objects were heavy, large objects were light) showed greater
immunity to the size-weight illusion than control participants. Control participants
were surprised when they encountered lightweight large objects and heavy small
objects as measured by load force, whereas experienced participants reacted with
well-tuned responses.
The present experiment examined the size-weight illusion in catching.
Experiment 4 was exploratory in nature, as previous effects o f size and density have
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not been previously examined in the literature. It is possible that the muscle response
profiles could look different based upon size and/or weight. It is also equally possible
that participants can tune their muscle responses to a specific ball based on inferred
properties of the object gleaned through visual cues (i.e., size). Large balls may
indicate “heavy” while small balls may indicate “light” to the participant.
Alternatively, it is possible that the anticipatory onset will be identical regardless of
size or weight. Objects o f two different sizes and two different densities were utilized
to elucidate these potential effects. It was hypothesized that peak activation would
certainly be affected by ball weight, as experiments 1 and 2 show the peak response
being modulated by ball impact. Clearly, a heavier ball will produce a greater post
impact response. Due to the possibility that participants could quickly learn the
properties of the objects through experience, learning effects were also examined.
Overall, experiment 4 provides exploratory evidence for the potential incorporation of
size and gravity information into the prospective motor system, gathered via visual
input.
Method
Participants
Twelve (7 female, 5 male) right-handed participants volunteered for the study
in return for course credit. Seven additional participants began the procedure but were
not included in the analysis due to hardware malfunction.
Apparatus and Task
Four balls of varying size and weight were incorporated in experiment 4, with
two different densities (brass and aluminum). The brass ball used in experiments 1
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through 3 was one of these balls (diameter: 3.2 cm, weight: 180.2 g). The second ball
was made of aluminum, and was matched in diameter to the brass ball but with a
lighter weight (62.15 g). The third ball was made o f brass, but smaller in diameter
(2.3 cm) and thus lighter in weight (68.6 g) than the larger brass ball. This ball was
chosen to match the density of the large brass ball while coming as close as possible
to matching the weight o f the large aluminum ball. The fourth ball was made of
aluminum, matched in diameter to the smaller brass ball (2.3 cm) and weighed the
least (24.85 g). There was a visual distinction between the aluminum and the brass
balls (silver versus gold color), but the color was not likely informative in
participants’ initial density judgments.
The catching apparatus was also altered for experiment 4. Only impact trials
were included, thus the string draping the ball over the dowel above the participant’s
head became unnecessary. These alterations eliminated string drag noise and
provided an efficient means for switching quickly between balls as each of the four
balls was attached to its own wire. Participants kept their eyes open for the duration
o f the experiment, and each ball was considered a separate trial type. On every trial
the ball was dropped from 83 cm. All participants experienced the same order of
trials, 10 of each type or 40 in total.
Procedure
The procedure was similar to experiments 1-3, except string length was no
longer manipulated and participants no longer wore headphones. The computer
prompted the experimenter at the beginning of each trial to drop a specific ball. One
experimenter conducted the trials, dropping the ball and recording muscle response
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while participants suspended their arm over the foam pad and caught the ball as it fell
toward their hand.
Data Analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted as they were in experiments 1 and 3,
utilizing the same dependent measures (onset, duration, peak, and integral) and
subjecting them to repeated measures ANOVA with the following modifications.
Within MatLab, data was first aggregated before the dependent variable (onset,
duration, peak, and integral) means were calculated for each muscle group for each
participant. The independent variable was trial type (ball size/weight). These means
were entered into SPSS 16.0 to conduct the appropriate statistical analyses. Learning
effects were assessed by comparing the mean onset, duration, peak, and integral for
the first half o f the trials to the last half o f the trials and subjecting these means to
repeated measures ANOVA.
Results
The EMG recordings exhibited a clear AMT response trend for all four
experimental conditions. The normalized, average response profiles for the biceps are
shown in Figure 8. The mean onset o f activation for the large brass, small brass,
large aluminum, and small aluminum conditions is reported in Table 5. Anticipation
was apparent prior to the time of ball impact. In the biceps there was a significant
main effect o f size, F( 1,11) = 6.25, p = .03, r|p2 = .36. Both the main effect o f weight
and the size by weight interaction were non-significant (F (l,l 1) = .08, p = .78, n.s.
and F ( l,ll) = .36, p = .56, n.s., respectively).
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Considering wrist anticipation, the mean onset o f activation for the large
brass, small brass, large aluminum, and small aluminum conditions is reported in
Table 5. The main effects o f size and weight and the size by weight interaction were
all non-significant, F(1,11) = 2.40,/? = .15, n.s., F(1,11) = .4 5 ,/ = .52, n.s., and
F(1,11) = .4 5 ,/ = .52, n.s., respectively.
The mean biceps activation duration, peak, and integral for the large brass,
small brass, large aluminum, and small aluminum conditions are reported in Table 5.
m

Considering integral, there was a mam effect of size, F (1,11) =5.52, / = .04, n.s., r\p
= .33, but the main effect o f weight and the size by weight interaction were both non
significant ( F (l,ll) = 2.86, p = .12, n.s. and F ( l,l l ) = 4.021,/) = .07, n.s.,
respectively). The opposite trend was observed in the peak response, with a main
effect of weight (F (l,l 1) =16.413,/) = .002, rjp2= .60), and no significant main effect
of size (F (l,l

l) = 4 .1 5 ,/ = .07, n.s.) or the size by weight interaction (F (l,l 1) =

3.463,/) = .09, n.s.). No significant differences were observed in bicep duration,
F (l,l 1) = 1.565,/) = .24, n.s., F (l,l 1) = .1 6 7 ,/ = .69, n.s., and F ( l ,l l ) = .495,/) =
.50, n.s., for the main effect o f size, weight, and the size by weight interaction,
respectively.
Wrist EMG activation exhibited similar trends for duration, peak, and integral
response, but no statistical significance was observed for any o f the dependent
variables. The mean activation integral, peak, and duration for the large brass, small
brass, large aluminum, and small aluminum conditions are reported in Table 5.
Considering integral, the main effect of size (F (l,l 1) = .0 0 7 ,/ = .94, n.s.), weight
(F (l,l 1) = .1 5 ,/ = .71, n.s.), and the size by weight interaction (F (l,l 1) = .2 3 ,/ =
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.23, n.s.) were all non-significant. Considering peak, the main effect o f size (F (l,l 1)
<.001, p = 1.0, n.s.), weight (F (l,l 1) = .65, p = .44, n.s.), and the size by weight
interaction (F (l,l 1) = .65,/? = .44, n.s.) were all non-significant. Lastly, considering
integral, the main effect of size (F (l,l 1) = .95,/? = .35, n.s.), weight (F (l,l 1) = .27,/?
= .61, n.s.), and the size by weight interaction (F (l,l 1) = 1.19,/? = .30, n.s.) were all
non-significant.
Learning effects were observed by comparing muscle activation in the first
half o f trials to the second half of trials. Overall, participants showed a sharpening of
the motor response over time demonstrated by the main effect of half for integral
activation (M = .027 compared to M —.048 in the first half), F (l,8) = 9.86,/? = .01,
r|p = .55. As participants completed more trials, the duration o f the response became
shorter (Af= 781.76 vs. M = 1267.92), H I ,8) = 7.93,p = .02, r|p2= .50. The observed
peak response was also less in the second half (M = 1.7 x 10'4 vs. M = 2.2 x 10 ),
F( 1,8) = 6.4,/? = .04, rjp = .45. No significant learning was observed for anticipation
in the biceps (F(l,8) = .625,/? = .45, n.s.). No significant learning was observed in the
wrist for any dependent variable.
Lastly, no significant interactions were observed between weight, size, and
trial half for the biceps or wrist response. To further assess the influence o f weight
and size, analyses were conducted to assess the influence of the prior trial weight or
size on the current trial muscle response. No significant differences were observed for
size or weight influencing the muscle response one trial later. Analyses were also
conducted comparing the influence of two consecutive presentations o f a size or
weight on muscle response to a change in size or weight with no significant
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differences observed. These results are not reported here due to space and brevity
considerations.
Discussion
The observed trends in anticipatory muscle tensing likely suggest a
visuomotor system that can incorporate sophisticated information in preparing a
future-oriented motion, possibly including density estimations. Anticipation was
greater for larger balls, supporting previous research that size information is
influential in determining weight and how to appropriately respond with the motor
system (Flanagan et al., 2008). Considering the integral of the response, it was clear
the activation over time was greater for the large balls and lesser for the small balls as
evidenced by the significant main effect o f size. Despite the non-significant main
effect of weight and the non-significant size by weight interaction, integral response
necessarily incorporates some level of weight information, specifically peak response.
Given the significant main effect o f weight for the peak biceps response, it is clear
that the brass density balls produced greater peak activation than the aluminum
density balls, regardless o f size. Thus, it is possible that the muscle response over
time (integral) incorporated density information on some level.
Overall, there was a general sharpening o f the muscle response over trials as
evidenced by the significant learning effects, but participants were not utilizing
information o f the immediately prior trials to coordinate their muscle response, even
when the previous two trials were identical in size or weight. Long-term learning is
implicated, meaning participants may use prior knowledge or expectations rather than
the information that immediately preceded their interaction. This conclusion supports
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previous research by Li et al. (2009) where participants quickly learned the
association between size and weight. In the present study participants responded
appropriately to each object, tensing their muscles according to the object properties
to prepare for the upcoming interaction. Participants accomplished this task
moderately quickly even if unable to implement the information provided from the
immediately preceding trials. It is suspected that participants are utilizing prior
knowledge or expectations of objects in their interactions because their muscle
responses defaulted to a model accounting for either size or weight (density)
regardless of the preceding trial information. A rather high level of cognitive
processing is implicated in this interaction, as participants were not influenced by the
previous trials to inform their upcoming response. In some regard, the immediately
preceding trial provided the most salient and easily accessible amount of information
to the participant (both visual and tactile information), yet it appears participants may
access a representation from memory to coordinate their responses. The cognitive
implications of the present experiment can only be speculated, as they were not
directly manipulated and tested in the present study. Furthermore, experiment 4 was
exploratory in nature, and not explicitly designed to assess learning. A follow-up
study should address this issue by presenting participants one ball for numerous trials
then drop a new ball where either the size or weight has changed to see if the
immediately prior experience directly modifies the response to the change in size
and/or weight.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Collectively, the four experiments presented here suggest that humans have a
sophisticated internal model o f the physical world that is accessible when
coordinating future-oriented actions. The possibility of an internal gravity model was
supported in all experiments, but particularly in experiments 1 and 2. It is clear that
participants are accessing an internal model that accommodates both gravity and
acceleration when preparing to interact with free-falling objects. This model is
dependent on vision for the appropriate timing but not the overall shape o f the
anticipatory response. The response profiles displayed remarkable similarity across
the conditions in both experiments, regardless o f the onset of the response as well as
the fall time duration. The attenuated response in the eyes open stop condition
suggested that peak response was the only factor potentially affected by the ball
impacting the hand and engaging a reflexive action. Thus, the entire response profile
was a continuation o f the anticipatory response; the anticipatory response is not
limited to a spike in activation prior to impact.
Experiment 3 addressed the variety o f physical knowledge that can be
incorporated into the visuomotor system, providing evidence that both solidity and
advanced warning of upcoming conditions were sufficient for inhibiting the response.
Considering the results alongside the observed attenuation in the eyes open stop
response provided further support that peak is affected by ball impact. Furthermore, it
is possible that once congruence was reached between provided information and the
motor response, the response was diminished. Within this hypothesis, it is possible
that advanced warning up to several seconds was enough to limit the response to a
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greater extent than visual information provided to the participant in the eyes open stop
condition. Given the established time course o f the anticipatory response occurring
over several hundred milliseconds, the amount of time allowed to incorporate and
integrate knowledge into the system is clearly an important variable for appropriately
inhibiting the anticipatory response when necessary.
While higher-level cognitive processes were not directly tested in the present
group o f studies, experiments 3 and 4 suggested that participants accessed an internal
model from memory that accommodates solidity, verbal information, and density.
This observation was especially apparent when considering the lack o f learning
effects trial-by-trial in experiment 4. One explanation for the lack o f learning could be
that participants were unable to quickly integrate knowledge into their motor
response. This explanation is unlikely considering the results o f experiment 3 where
participants received verbal information immediately prior to catching and could
successfully use the information to inhibit their motor response. However, even in
experiment 3, participants could only use new information to a certain extent as
evidenced by significant anticipation and activation above baseline. It is possible that
participants did not have enough time in experiment 4 to sufficiently discriminate
between the various sizes and weights to appropriately respond to each as it was
dropped. One potential argument for this effect is that discriminating between four
objects o f various sizes and weights is a highly cognitive task and the appropriate
discrimination cannot be attained within the 20 minutes of testing. Whereas the
platform condition in experiment 3 allowed participants access to their long held
knowledge o f solidity, perhaps the size/weight variations were not yet accessible in
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the same manner. Even when considering the informed stop condition, where
participants could integrate the verbal knowledge within the first few minutes of
testing, the information itself was very different. In sum, the cognitive load of the task
may provide an additional barrier in observing differential muscle tensing according
to size and weight. The general trends observed in experiment 4 may achieve
statistical significance if this factor was controlled. If participants do need substantial
time to appropriately integrate the different size and weight information, this suggests
that density information may not be a part o f the internalized model that is accessed
in coordinating prospective action.
Future studies should examine these effects developmentally across the
lifespan to determine if and when this proposed internal model “comes online” or
becomes accessible in prospective action. It is possible that this internal model of the
physical world is pre-wired, but it is also possible that early experience shapes and
refines the model. Assessing anticipatory muscle tensing in the elderly is also a
potential future direction, especially regarding cognitive decline. The four studies
presented here suggest cognitive involvement in coordinating future-oriented actions
and it would be interesting to examine the precision o f the model as cognitive ability
(especially memory) declines. Future studies should also examine the involvement of
cognition more purposely. While the present experiments implicate cognitive
processing in tensing the muscles involved in an upcoming action, it is beyond the
scope of these studies to directly assess components o f cognition involved in
anticipatory muscle tensing. As previously suggested, it would be interesting to
manipulate cognitive load while implementing the catching paradigm to address
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cognitive components (e.g., working memory). The present study has also suggested
that knowledge of the physical world can be implemented in coordinating muscle
responses, opening the door to study the specificity of information that can be
incorporated into prospective action. Perhaps concepts like risk assessment, a concept
well outside the realm o f physical properties such as gravity, acceleration, and
density, can be utilized and could be differentially observed in muscle activation.
In conclusion, the current group o f experiments probed the limits o f the
visuomotor system in coordinating prospective actions. It is clear that the system is
future-oriented up to several hundred milliseconds into the future, incorporates an
internal gravity model, solidity, and advanced information about future events.
Density may also be incorporated on some level, but the present study was unable to
conclusively determine the system’s ability to incorporate density information. These
experiments add to the existing body o f literature on prospective action, uniquely
contributing an analysis of the limits o f the visuomotor system.
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Footnotes
1 Adding a 4.5 v charge on the ball was an initial concern when dealing with the
measurement o f electrical signals to assess muscle activation. We concluded that the
charge from the ball would not likely interfere with the electrical muscle signals for
several reasons. First, as 4.5 v is quite a large signal, our use of differential surface
electrodes to pick up small variations in muscle activity likely eliminated the concern
for interference. Second, our concern was further relieved upon analysis o f our third
trial type (eyes closed, full drop). No anticipatory tensing was observed in this third
condition whereas clear anticipation was observed in the other two trial types,
indicating that the observed electrical activity was not likely due to the 4.5 v charge
on the ball but rather systematic differences in muscle activation.
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Table 1
Mean and (standard error) fo r onset, duration, peak, and integral, separated by
muscle group and trial type fo r experiment 1.
Eyes Open
Eyes Open
Eyes Closed
Biceps__________ Impact___________Stop___________Impact
Onset (ms)

156.36(22.08)

150.73 (31.70)

84.01 (26.74)

Duration
(ms)

1216.90 (97.53)

866.11 (100.94)

1250.80(114.73)

5.42 (2.80)

2.45 (1.00)

5.00 (2.52)

.11 (.05)

.04 (.01)

.10 (.05)

61.40(15.14)

76.00(18.21)

5.37(11.97)

751.33 (125.56)

330.25 (77.31)

711.03 (115.11)

Peak (mV x
10‘4)

.51 (.30)

.48 (.25)

.43 (.20)

Integral

.02 (.005)

.01 (.001)

.02 (.004)

Peak (mV x
10'4)
Integral
Wrist Flexors
Onset (ms)
Duration
(ms)
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Table 2
Observed learning effects reported as Pearson-v values with standard error
for anticipation, duration, and integral, separated by muscle group and trial
type fo r experiment 1.

Biceps

Eyes Open
Eyes Open
Eyes Closed
_______ Impact___________Stop___________ Impact

Onset (ms)

.18 (.11)

.23 (.09)*

.09 (.10)

Duration

-.10 (.12)

-.33 (.09)*

-.02 (.12)

Integral

-.40 (.15)*

-.56 (.07)*

-.40 (.08)*

Onset (ms)

-.07 (.11)

.10 (.13)

-.02 (.13)

Duration
(ms)

-.01 (.12)

-.31 (.10)*

.15 (.10)

Integral

-.36 (.12)*

-.40 (.11)*

-.14 (.11)

Wrist Flexors

*denotes significance at p<. 05
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Table 3
Mean and (standard error) fo r onset, duration, peak, and integral, separated by
muscle group and trial type fo r experiment 2. Negative onset values indicate an
onset that occurred post-impact.
Eyes Open
Eyes Open
Eyes Closed
Biceps__________ Impact___________ Stop__________ Impact
Onset (ms)

154.16(15.61)

196.20 (22.81)

39.30 (11.75)

Duration
(ms)

1199.30(129.60)

609.91 (82.72)

883.85 (97.69)

Peak (mV x
10"4)

2.84 (.38)

1.99 (.34)

2.62 (.44)

Integral

.04 (.006)

.02 (.004)

.04 (.006)

Onset (ms)

55.61 (13.21)

61.21 (16.86)

-14.86(10.58)

Duration
(ms)

756.85 (81.96)

344.55 (57.39)

667.65 (100.93)

io-4)

.33 (.06)

.33 (.06)

.34 (.06)

Integral

.02 (.005)

.01 (.004)

.02 (.006)

Wrist Flexors

Peak (mV x
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Table 4
Observed learning effects reported as Pearson-x values with standard error
fo r anticipation, duration, and integral, separated by muscle group and trial
type fo r experiment 2.
Eyes Open
Eyes Open
Eyes Closed
Biceps____________Impact___________Stop___________ Impact
Onset (ms)

.55 (.06)*

.16 (.13)

.07 (.08)

Duration

-.27 (.12)*

-.08 (.13)

-.08 (.11)

Integral

-.36 (.11)*

-.17 (.14)

-.25 (.11)*

Onset (ms)

.48 (.06)*

.47 (.05)*

.01 (.13)

Duration
(ms)

-.12 (.10)

-.003 (.12)

.18 (.13)

Integral

-.19 (.11)

-.18 (.13)

.10 (.13)

Wrist Flexors

*denotes significance at p<.05
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Table 5
Mean and (standard error) for onset, duration, peak, and integral, separated by
muscle group and trial type fo r experiment 4.

Large
Small
Biceps__________ Large Brass_____ Small Brass______Aluminum______ Aluminum
179.57 (31.00)

176.36(21.23)

184.36(25.31)

137.166 (26.54)

Duration (ms)

1154.45
(139.96)

1062.574
(144.87)

1155.94
(182.09)

1121.93
(170.29)

Peak (mV x
10'4)

2.40 (.40)

1.70 (.30)

1.90 (.30)

1.60 (.30)

Integral

.045 (.01)

.037 (.01)

.039 (.01)

.035 (.01)

Onset (ms)

98.36 (17.40)

98.95 (19.44)

79.70 (12.42)

66.33 (12.04)

Duration (ms)

779.28 (92.56)

781.40(105.78)

780.15 (128.31)

697.16 (103.93)

.23 (.02)

.23 (.02)

.22 (.02)

.23 (.02)

.018 (.003)

.019 (.004)

.018 (.003)

.017 (.003)

Onset (ms)

Wrist Flexors

Peak (mV x
10'4)
Integral
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Representation of experimental apparatus. In the stop conditions, the string
length was manipulated by shortening the string out of sight. This was accomplished
with a hook and clasp under the table . Refer to experiment 1 method for details.
Figure 2. Response profiles for the biceps in experiment 1. A clear anticipatory
tensing was observed. There is a similar onset o f activation in the eyes open impact
and eyes open stop conditions, with later onset o f activation observed in the eyes
closed impact condition.
Figure 3. Comparison o f constant velocity inference model and internal gravity
model. Motor coordination based upon a constant velocity inference taken 200 ms
prior to impact would be approximately 100 ms late engaging with the object. Our
muscle activation results reflect the solid line in the graph, suggesting that AMT
accounts for gravitational acceleration.
Figure 4. Response profiles for the biceps in experiment 2. Anticipatory tensing was
nearly eliminated in the eyes closed impact condition in comparison to experiment 1.
Other than this elimination, the profiles are remarkably similar to the profiles
produced in experiment 1.
Figure 5. Biceps duration and anticipation are plotted as a function of experiment
with trial type as a parameter. Significant interactions were observed comparing
experiments 1 and 2 for both biceps duration (panel A) and biceps anticipation (panel
B).
Figure 6. Response profiles for the biceps in experiment 3. There is a clear replication
of Experiment 1 results with a similar onset o f activation in the eyes open impact and
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eyes open stop condition and later onset observed in the eyes closed impact condition.
Significantly less anticipatory activation is observed for both the eyes open platform
and eyes open informed stop conditions.
Figure 7. Panel a. depicts a close-up view of the activation present in the biceps for
both the eyes open platform and eyes open informed stop conditions. Panel b. depicts
the eyes open platform and eyes open informed stop conditions alongside the eyes
open stop condition. Significantly greater activation is observed when participants are
provided no information about the upcoming state o f the drop environment. The least
amount o f activation ensues when a solid object blocks the path of the falling ball.
Figure 8. Response profiles for the biceps in experiment 4. Anticipatory tensing is
observed for all four ball conditions, but the conditions are not significantly different
from each other. A monotonic trend is observed in the peak response according to
weight, with the heaviest ball producing the greatest response, the lightest ball
producing the least response, and the two balls of almost identical weight producing
moderate response.
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